Three out of four doctors recommend not believing any statement that begins with, "Three out of four doctors ...,, 2 We all deal with statistics and because we may not understand them fully, they gain a certain mystical quality. As Editor, I'm faced with making judqrnents on the merits of papers submitted. Like others, I've been educated to believe statistics are powerful, but many of us have latent math aversion, which permits us to accept anything we read if the statistical mumbo jumbo indicates that a specific set of data has significance. Because I don't always understand statistics fully, they gain this mystical quality. I've just finished reading the Cartoon Guide to Statistics 2 which has been very helpful to me, reminding me of the limits of my capability in statistical methods.
When we ask the question, "What truly are statistics?", the answer is not markedly complicated-that is, if you understand the answer. Statistics is a way to quantify uncertainty. If you are uncertain about something, by applying statistics, you can find out how uncertain you truly are. It's a way you can make a specific statement with complete and full assurance of a level of uncertainty. By taking raw data and then working through the probabilities, you should be able to draw conclusions. A recent editorial" has pointed out that modern statistics has given us a better way to evaluate how appropriate a study may be. The statistician tells us that the prospective, double-blind, randomized clinical trial is the absolute gold standard. Unfortunately, we rarely see this in clinical research because of many problems. Frequently, we must look retrospectively because the data can't be obtained prospectively. Often we can't do random studies because withholding treatment from one group would defy ethical practices. Sometimes randomization is quite difficult or impossible because there are simply not enough cases available.
For example, in trying to compare the mean soaking temperature used for two feet, one study places a foot 305 in 35°F water and the other foot in 100°F, achieving a statistical significance of 72°. The second study places the left foot in 80°F water and the right in 64°F water, achieving the same mean temperature but with far different clinical effects. This emphasizes the point that clinical aspects of a study may not be easily or even accurately described by applying statistics.
Some authors believe that if they apply as many tests as possible, they'll produce a better paper. That's not necessarily true. What one is truly looking for is significance. What happens if indeed your data turns out not to have a level of significance? Does this mean the work you've done is insignificant? The answer is, of course, no.
Our editorial policy, and that of many other journals, is that there is a great amount of value to be gained from reporting studies that cannot or do not adhere strictly to parameters of rigid statistics. We all realize that a large dose of clinical realism must enter when we are reading or writing a paper. 
